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You have already been notified about this response. The notification request posted successfully has no Windows Steam Mac OS X with a PS4 Stadia many static interface (UI). However the chat box can be resized and resized on pc/Mac. To set your chat box, move YOUR MOUSE to each edge and then click and drag the mouse when the arrow appears
to your desired position. You can also click the gear icon in the top right corner to view other options for your chat window. It is currently not possible to customize UI on consoles. 04/15/14, 11:20 am #1 Join: February 2014: Is there an un addon that unlock/move and resize elements without changing your aspect? I've been searching around for a long time,
but I don't seem to find one. Is there an add-on that allows: - to move the elements of the main UI and then lock them in place - the size of some elements, specifically: skill bar, compass and starmina, magicka health bars, but keep those UI look. Is there one for him? I know I can resize the global UI within the game options, but I'd only affect the ones I
mentioned above. If there is no, then there is no concern 04/15/14, 01:00 #2 Credendo Vides Join: March 2004: 432 Advanced Azurah interface allows elements to move. I don't think I've seen one yet that allows the measurement of different elements. 04/15/14, 01:27 PM #3 Join: February 2014: 254 Originally posted by Cairenn Yes I saw it but unforgivable
it has come up with so many improvements that I don't want at all I don't want to change the color of adding the text layer... Etc. but thank you for helping anyway) 04/15/14, 07:43 pm #4 Join: April 2014: 49 Originally posted by Anceane Yes I saw it but unforgivable it has come up with so many improvements that I don't want at all I don't want to change the
color of adding the text layer... Etc. but thank you for helping anyway) while it has come with those features, you can disable them all so the only thing mod does is the 'stock' movement. You can resize elements using Azurah as well (use mouse scroll wheel while the UI is opened and your mouse over the window you want to change). ... I really need a
toolbar for the inscription as I've been asked many times to add that :P 04/15/14, 11:06 pm #5 Join date: February 2014: 254 I tried it and while it has a lot of options, one in my toggle doesn't appeal (colored target by ...). I tried to put everything off and to keep the option I wanted, but this one still has a color to aim sorry, I know this is a great add-on, it's just
me! i may have become quite *difficile* with the old bones and lazy eyes :P Thank you anyway Originally Posted by Kith While it does come with those features, you can disable all of them so the only thing the mod does is the 'stock' movement. Can resize elements using Azurah as well (use mouse scroll wheel while the UI is opened and your mouse over
the window you want to change). change). I really need to make a tooltip for the scroll as i've been asked a couple of times to add that :P THank you very much for taking the time to answer me and giving me all informations ) I will try that before going to bed Thank you! Last edited by Anceane: 04/15/14 at 11:25 am. Posting your rules may be new threads
you may send responses you may attach you may not edit HTML code off note note: this is only used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, combat, or rudeness). I've noticed that my crime tracker and loot date have been blocked by my chat bar, which I'm dealing with? Hi, I'm experimenting with a bunch of different add-ons for eso.
While most of my MOD have installed all movable interfaces, I want to move the default eso interface components around. Is there a way to do this? Is there a file that can be changed for this? An Adon? The Department of Defense? Something!? The location of some components in conjunction with my user interface is my driving addons nuts. Thanks, LLE I
had a few people ask for tips on getting beautiful pictures... Then here I am! It's only for PC, I don't play ESO on the console and because of the use of add-ons you can't do that on a console. I am sorry! With a game like Skyrim you have a lot more control to take pictures. You can hit consoles, type TFC 1 and there you go, you are free to do whatever you
like. With larger inscriptions online you don't have this kind of freedom. So this is just a few tips and tricks I noticed helping me. Addon image! Firstly, download Adon Sirinsidiator Image Helper [here]after downloading add files to your AddOns file in your ESO folder. Typically route documents &gt; online scrolls &gt; live &gt; AddOns (just open the folder and
pop it in.) second, create keybind for your toggle user interface. You can find your Keybindings by hitting ESC &gt; Control &gt; Keybindings &gt; Interface &gt; UI On/OffMake key for it, mine is F1. great! Just a side note... When your UI is turned off you can use chats. So if you want your character to emote you need to juggle the UI in, then toggle it out and
take the picture. If you start trying to type, then you break your chat. Which is easily fixed, just go to your add-on menu (ESC &gt; Add-ons) and then check one of your add-ons and check it again and then the reload button will appear, reload and then the chat will work again. Otherwise you have to log in and log on (which takes a long time, so don't do so).
With the image assistor, when you have the user interface toggled off, you can use the arrow keys to move the camera and the top screen and bottom screen of the buttons to change the display field. This will allow you to move your camera around your character (not freely, you still anchor your character). Now you are ready to start taking pictures! Light and
ShadowSince patch 1.2 ESO has used ambient light, It means that light comes from real light sources and not just... Around. When I take a picture, I take it. From your character/NPC you need to face to light somewhat or you end up with too many shades and it's a mess to look at. This is especially important if you are using Reshade as that adds a lot more
depth to brightness. These images were taken to kind of show how important lighting is, it's all at night that makes it a little harder to get a good picture. The first image with his back is to light up. So the character is absolutely in the shadows. that sounds terrible . The latter is in half light with light to the left. It looks pretty good and usable as an image. (In fact
this type of image would be nice if you were using it to tell a story or for an RP image. half a light seems more mysterious and immutive.) The third is with the character ahead perfectly in the light with the background in the shadows. This is ideal if you want to get a good portrait of your character. However, all these images were taken in my house, so I could
control the brightness much more than the world. If you're out and about, looking for lights and try and angle your personality towards them, this will give you the best result. When you are in the universe, it is better to either look at the sun, or find a light source. Emotes + Characters for a full list of emotes, you can look at help &gt; EmotesYou can also get
more emotes/idle than different characters.Stop taking photos of groundI many scenery shots don't do (I probably should do more, but I normally like to have my characters somewhere there) but that's the tip for taking pictures of the scenery. I see a lot of people doing some cool fun scenery pictures and more of nine photo them like this:This statue in Garlas
Malathar is really beautiful with Ayleid well below... But what is the point if it's more of an image of earth? everything under the red line doesn t have to be there . Why are you taking pictures of the earth when the sky is so beautiful? Also it's off-center, it's much more pleasing to the eye if there's a symmetry. So if you center the photo and stop taking pictures
of the earth, you'll get this:much better! EditingI use my tablet to edit and send images. I upload my photos to Google Drive (with a free Google email address). Just download the app from the Play Store and download any photos you like. I edited using Photoshop Light Room which you can get from photoshop search-only game store. Although limited the
app is really simple to use. I don't do much editing, Reshade does most of this for me. I sometimes use exposure to make the image brighter and warmer, but, that's mostly because steam tends to darken images when they have been processed and I don't want to change what I use for the image. If I'm having trouble editing an image or if I want to add
vignette, warp or whatever, then I might add the image to Snapseed another game store app. It's a great app with a lot to use and if you're getting the app I want you to play with it more listen to me. One point I want to give is that it doesn't do too much because it's easy to carry. As for size, I always want to try and center the image unless you're trying to drag
focus to something else—— 2018 edit—— I don't actually edit my images like this anymore (but it's still a good method). My pill broke so I had to find alternatives. Nowadays if the screen is a little darker than I would like, or if I want to tweak something I'm using the free GIMP app. Normally I only get so little exposure because steam tends to darken images
after. Patience is the last thing, and something important to keep in mind, is that you are playing MMO and there are other players everywhere. So if some back ruin your image or do silly things behind you just cool and wait for them to move or go somewhere else. Don't give them an angry message or start being rude, because most people will find it funny
and keep doing it. so be patient . Also, sometimes things don't work when you're trying to time something or something to look a certain way. It's okay, just try it or go on once. It's just an image and you can do it once again. I'm sure @Evesa_Sul there was more to do than to jump and hurt her... Even if Aenna doesn't appreciate it.) Do you have any
questions? Feel free to ask away! For more tips check out my pages: Add-on my ListHow to depths of field PicturesReshade settings, links and ComparisonsHope this was useful! Add me on Instagram @Lady_Sleepless links: links:
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